
Description 
 
For videotapes: 
This record describes a VHS videotape containing a 30 second video titled “ 
 
This record describes a VHS videotape containing the work “Two Heads in a Box." Duration: 30 
minutes. Maximum tape capacity of 60 minutes. 
 
This record describes an audio tape containing  
 
This record describes an audio tape containing the work "Song of Humpback Whale." Maximum 
tape capacity of 60 minutes.  
 
This record describes a Umatic videotape containing the work "Gray Zone." Duration 8 minutes, 
10 seconds. Maximum tape capacity of 60 minutes. 
 
The tape label states “ 
  
This is 1 of 3 VHS tapes (2007.2563.1-3) that contain “ 
 
Media has subsequently been migrated to digibeta (RA.#) and uncompressed video file (RA.#). 
 
This record describes a betacam videotape containing the work "Angel." Duration 7 minutes, 20 
seconds. Label states, "Mark Wallinger, Angel, 1996; Videotape label: "Mark Wallinger, Angel 
1996, 7'20", Edition of 10 +1AP, 9/10, artist signature, 'M.Wallinger'."  
 
The content from the betacam sp tape has been migrated to digital formats (both digital file and 
digital betacam videotape) by the vendor Maurice Schecter. Details of that transfer are 
described in the RA records related to this record.  
Media, reviewed, cataloged and preserved as part of the 2017-2018 IMLS e-media project. 
 
This record describes a video file that was created by the museum from one of the VHS tapes in 
the collection. This file is not the ideal copy of the work. A preferred preservation master was 
created in 2018 and is described in RA2.2010.430.1.  
 
This record had previously been RA.2010.430.1 and the file name was previously 
RA_2010_430_1_vhs_raw.mov, but given that the VHS tapes associated with this work are 
described in 2010.430.2-3, the Argus numbering was revised and the file name was changed. 
 
For RA records (digibetas and uncompressed files) 
This work was acquired as an analog video on a VHS tape (2007.3168.1), as a part of the AIGA 
archives. For preservation purposes, the video was migrated to digital formats (see transfer 



notes below). This record describes a digital betacam videotape. Video was transferred to digital 
betacam from a VHS tape by the vendor Postmodern Company. 
 
TRANSFER NOTES FROM POSTMODERN:  
 
Denver Art Museum Quality Control Process and Notes:        
Tape was visually inspected and labeling was confirmed to be accurate.  
 
Videotape played back from Sony MSW-M2000 MPEG-IMX deck: SDI video out to Tektronix 
WFM 601M serial digital waveform monitor/vectorscope and to Sony BVMD20F1U CRT 
monitor, XLR (analog) audio out to Kramer VS-4X audio switcher to Genelec 8020B audio 
monitors. 
 
  
This work was acquired as an analog video on a VHS tape (2007.3168.1), as a part of the AIGA 
archives. For preservation purposes, the video was migrated to digital formats (see transfer 
notes below). This record describes a digital video file stored on the museum's digital repository. 
This uncompressed video file was created by the vendor Postmodern Company.  
 
TRANSFER NOTES FROM POSTMODERN:  
Denver Art Museum Quality Control Process and Notes:       
Checksum verified to match md5 hash listed above in transfer report. File matches the 
MediaConch policy created from Uncompressed video files provided by Postmodern. QCTools 
report inspected, and included in Archivematica AIP in the museum's digital repository (see 
Location tab for AIP name and UUID).  
 
Video file played back in Blackmagic Media Express software from Blackmagic DeckLink Studio 
2 PCI card: SDI video out to Tektronix WFM 601M serial digital waveform monitor/vectorscope 
and to Panasonic BT-LH2550 LCD monitor, XLR (analog) audio out to Kramer VS-4X audio 
switcher to Genelec 8020B audio monitors.  
 
Luminance is reporting a bit high on the QCTools report, but is within acceptable levels during 
content. The digital bars at the head and tail of the file may have luma outside of broadcast 
range, but has been determined to be acceptable. SDI vectorscope shows luma levels peaking 
around 650 mV during content, and below 700 mV on color bars at the head and tail of the file. 
White levels were clipped during production of the work, or during dubbing to VHS tape, but 
were not leveled off during transfer. Potentially an aesthetic choice to "blow out" sky line or other 
white planes in the video. Leveling results in a "ceiling" of luminance levels. 
 
This work was acquired as an analog audio tape (1990.155N). For preservation purposes, the 
audio was migrated to digital formats (see transfer notes below). This record describes a digital 
audio file stored on the museum's digital repository. This WAV audio file was created by the 



vendor Maurice Schechter. Full transfer report is attached to this record under the media tab. 
Capture equipment information and DAM QC notes listed below:  
 
For whole records:  
This record describes a 30 second advertisement delivered to the museum on an authored DVD 
(2007.4769.1). Files have been copied from the optical disk and moved to the museum’s digital 
repository (2007.4769.2-3). The original media delivered to the museum, and the files now on 
the museum’s digital repository are described in the part and "RA" records related to this record. 
Media, reviewed, cataloged and preserved as part of the 2017-2018 IMLS e-media project. 
 
This record describes 3 short videos, station IDs, for the Showtime Networks, delivered to the 
museum on a VHS (2007.486.1). The content from the VHS tape has been migrated to digital 
formats (both digital file and digital betacam videotape) by the vendor Postmodern Company. 
Details of that transfer are described in the RA records related to this record. 
Media, reviewed, cataloged and preserved as part of the 2017-2018 IMLS e-media project. 
 
It appears that the AIGA would regularly create "reels" or compilations of media from other VHS 
tapes in the archive. These may have been used for exhibition, or simply as "screeners" for the 
competition's judges. Typically, when this media is present in collection on its own tape, that 
tape is from an earlier generation, and of higher quality.  
 
This record describes a single-channel video delivered to the museum on a variety of media, the 
artist supplied master on betacam SP (2010.430.1), 2 VHS tapes (2010.430.2-3) and an 
authored DVD (2010.430.4). The content from the betacam sp tape has been migrated to digital 
formats (both digital file and digital betacam videotape) by the vendor Maurice Schecter. Details 
of that transfer are described in the RA records related to this record. 
Media, reviewed, cataloged and preserved as part of the 2017-2018 IMLS e-media project. 
 
 
This record describes a software-based installation delivered to the museum on a variety of 
media, the supplied master on a set of optical disks (2006.65.2-4), and a set of computers used 
to realize the installation (RA3.2006.65).  
 
this record describes one of the disks that was part of the acquisition, 2006.65.2A, and the files 
that were subsequently copied from that disk and moved to the museum's digital repository. 
Technical information about the disk, and the files stored on the disk are described in the part 
records related to this whole record.  
 
Media, reviewed, cataloged and preserved as part of the 2017-2018 IMLS e-media project. 
 
For computers: 
This record describes a computer, Acer Veriton L460 G (2010.398.3.1), used in the installation 
of "Chamber." This computer (2010.398.3.1) was used with 10 other computers (2010.398.2-11) 



to create the installation. Each computer runs an executable program that generate a video 
signal that is sent out to a projector. The output from these 10 projections are then mapped on 
to the walls of the gallery.  
 
The computer's hard drive was disk imaged (2010.398.3.2) and significant files were extracted 
from the disk image (2010.398.3.3). See related part records for more details.  
 
This record describes a computer, a Mac Mini, and all of the files on it. The computer was 
acquired by the museum as part of the installation (2005.65.1-4). Files stored on this computer 
have subsequently been copied to the museum’s digital repository and assessed for 
sustainability (2005.65.4B.2-3). Description of the machine is below.  
 
Media, reviewed, cataloged and preserved as part of the 2017-2018 IMLS e-media project.  
 
The following information is taken from the System Profiler application, part of the Mac OS X. 
The complete system profiler output, which can be read as XML, is included in the AIP with the 
disk image, and select extracted files.  
(Hardware Overview, Software, ATA) 
 
For websites: 
This record describes a website delivered to the museum as an optical disk with still images 
stored on it (2008.135.1). The files originally delivered to the museum have been copied from 
the optical disk and moved to the museum’s digital repository (2008.135.2-3). The original 
media delivered to the museum, and the files now on the museum’s digital repository are 
described in the part and "RA" records related to this record. However, still images do not fully 
represent the website, and therefore do not fully represent the work in the AIGA archives. 
Further steps should be taken to more accurately collect the website, which as of this writing is 
still hosted at http://www.grupowprojects.com/semillero/semillero.htm 
 
The content on this web address has since been updated, and therefore may no longer reflect 
the work acquired by the museum in YYYY 
The Internet Archive, a non-profit “internet library” (archive.org), captured this web address on 
YYYY/MM/DD as part of their Wayback Machine project. This archived version of the website 
may more closely reflect the intended acquisition. It can be visited through this link:  
 
Links to web addresses are not static and can change at any moment. More research is 
required to more permanently collect and preserve this material. 
 
 
For optical disks: 
This record describes the optical disk that was originally delivered to the museum, and the 
digital file stored on it. Files stored on this disk (described below) have subsequently been 
moved to the museum’s digital repository and assessed for sustainability (2007.172.2-4).  

http://www.grupowprojects.com/semillero/semillero.htm


 
This record describes the authored DVD originally delivered to the museum. Media has 
subsequently been copied from this disk onto the museum’s digital repository, assessed for 
sustainability, and described in 2007.4742.2-3. Technical details of the video on the DVD are 
listed below. 
MediaInfo Output: 
 
The file formats used to realize this work are quickly becoming obsolete, and should be 
considered at risk. The files and their dependencies are described in more detail in 2008.136.3.  
 
This record describes an optical disk acquired both for its packaging design and the content of 
the disk. The files on the disk make up an interactive CD-ROM software. This software was 
created using the authoring platform Macromedia Director, now owned by the Adobe company. 
The re-branded Adobe Director software was discontinued in early 2017. Director was primarily 
used to author media for the Shockwave player, which has become obsolete, and fallen out of 
popularity. The software's dependencies, listed on the back of the box (which is attached as a 
image file to the Media tab of this record) only include Mac OS 7.0.1 and Windows 3.1. It is 
possible other dependencies exist that are not mentioned, however there is playback software 
included on the disk as well so there is a chance the disk contains all of the software required 
except a compatible operating system (contemporary operating systems are not compatible with 
this media).  
 
For floppies: 
This record describes a floppy disk with digital files on it. The floppy disk, and the files on it, 
were acquired by the museum as part of the AIGA Archives. Files stored on this disk have 
subsequently been copied to the museum’s digital repository and assessed for sustainability 
(2007.1992.3-4). Description of files on disk below.  
 
 
For digital files on Collections Server: 
An optical disk with digital files on it was originally acquired by the museum (2007.4768.1). Files 
stored on this disk have subsequently been moved to the museum’s digital repository and 
assessed for sustainability (2007.4768.2-3, RA.2007.4768). 
 
This record describes the video file that was originally delivered to the museum, now stored on 
the museum’s digital repository. Technical details of the video are listed below. Due to the 
proprietary and obsolete format of this original file, a derivative version of this file was created 
and is described in RA.2007.4768. Media, reviewed, cataloged and preserved as part of the 
2017-2018 IMLS e-media project. 
 
This record describes the PowerPoint file that was originally delivered to the museum, now 
stored on the museum’s digital repository. Two derivative versions of this file were created and 
are described in RA.2007.4745 



 
The file formats used to realize this work are quickly becoming obsolete, and should be 
considered at risk. In particular the SWF files (v8) that make up this work are a concern. The 
SWF format, originally standing for Shockwave Flash, and later Small Web Format, are typically 
derivatives of Flash "fla" files. FLA files must be opened with the Flash application and run on a 
timeline to create vector graphic animations. Originally Macromedia Flash, the Flash property 
has since been purchased by Adobe. The changes in ownership and distribution of this software 
make compatibility and obsolescence a preservation risk. At the time of writing (August 22, 
2017), the HTML files which connect the SWF files will run in a contemporary web browser, but 
as SWF files have fallen out of popularity, it is unknown how long this functionality will be 
supported. For more information about SWF files from a preservation perspective see the 
Library of Congress' Sustainability of Digital Formats website: 
https://www.loc.gov/preservation/digital/formats/fdd/fdd000248.shtml  
 
See also, the PRONOM registry from the UK National Library: 
http://www.nationalarchives.gov.uk/PRONOM/Format/proFormatSearch.aspx?status=detailRep
ort&id=1292 
 
The file formats used to realize this work are quickly becoming obsolete, and should be 
considered at risk. The interactive component of the CD was created using the authoring 
platform Macromedia Director, now owned by the Adobe company. The re-branded Adobe 
Director software was discontinued in early 2017. Director was primarily used to author media 
for the Shockwave player, which has become obsolete, and fallen out of popularity. More 
research is required to determine the dependencies of this work, but other media that used 
Macromedia Director files have suggested Mac OS 7 and Windows version 3.0.  
 
Checksums for the executable file and the highest level Macromedia Director files are listed 
here, and checksums of all the underlying media files (mostly small Quicktime video files) are 
stored with the data on the museum's digital repository. A MediaInfo output from a sample video 
file is listed below the md5 checksums, due to the early nature and format of these Quicktime 
video files, very little descriptive metadata is stored within the file (as compared to contemporary 
Quicktime video files).  
 
 
For disk images: 
An optical disk with digital files on it was originally acquired by the museum (2007.4745.1). Files 
stored on this disk have subsequently been moved to the museum’s digital repository and 
assessed for sustainability (2007.4745.2-3, RA.2007.4745).  
 
This record describes a "raw," .dd disk image format, bit-for-bit copy of the disk. This images 
were created using Guymager, a free open-source forensic imager, part of the BitCurator suite. 
The description of the file listed below. Files contained within this disk image, the files that are 
saved on the optical disk acquired by the museum, are described in 2007.4745.3  

http://www.nationalarchives.gov.uk/PRONOM/Format/proFormatSearch.aspx?status=detailReport&id=1292
http://www.nationalarchives.gov.uk/PRONOM/Format/proFormatSearch.aspx?status=detailReport&id=1292


Media reviewed, cataloged and preserved as part of the 2017-2018 IMLS e-media project.  
 
File name: 2007_4745_2  
Is Derivative Of: 2007.4745.1 
Asset Information: Disk Image contains 1 PowerPoint file  
File created: 2017-05-17 (YYYY-MM-DD) by Eddy Colloton  
MD5 checksum : ad7ce4e4a6c8404b4dbbd3509e1538ed  
 
This record describes an Expert Witness Format (ewf) disk image, which commonly has the file 
extension "E01." The data from an E01 disk image is extracted using the tools from the Libewf 
suite (https://github.com/libyal/libewf). This images were created using Guymager, a free 
open-source forensic imager, part of the BitCurator suite. The description of the file listed below. 
Files contained within this disk image, the files that are saved on the hard drive acquired by the 
museum, are described in 2012.234.2.3  
Media reviewed, cataloged and preserved as part of the 2017-2018 IMLS e-media project.  
 
File name: 2007_4745_2  
Is Derivative Of: 2007.4745.1 
Asset Information: Disk Image contains 1 PowerPoint file  
File created: 2017-05-17 (YYYY-MM-DD) by Eddy Colloton  
MD5 checksum : ad7ce4e4a6c8404b4dbbd3509e1538ed  
 
An floppy disk with digital files on it was originally acquired by the museum (2007.2735.4). Files 
stored on this disk have subsequently been moved to the Collections Server and assessed for 
sustainability (2007.2735.6).  
 
This record describes a disk image, a bit-for-bit copy of the disk which can be mounted and 
viewed in the same way as the original device. This disk image was created using hardware and 
software developed by Kryoflux. The log generated at the time the disk was captured provides 
detailed sector-by-sector information about the disk, and is stored with the disk image on the 
museum’s digital repository.  
 
Derivatives: 
An optical disk with digital files on it was originally acquired by the museum (2007.4768.1). Files 
stored on this disk have subsequently been moved to the museum’s digital repository and 
assessed for sustainability (2007.4768.2-3, RA.2007.4768). 
 
This record describes a digital video file that was created as a more sustainable derivative of the 
original Apple Quicktime Animation (RLE) video file that was submitted to the museum (original 
file described in 2007.4768.3). 
 
The open file format .mkv and the open video encoding format ffv1 were selected because 
these formats are well-documented, not proprietary, and offer a high level of error correction. 



Technical details of the file listed below. 
 

This work was acquired as an analog video on a VHS tape (2007.483.1), as a part of the AIGA 
archives. For preservation purposes, the video was migrated to digital formats (RA.2007.483, 
RA2.2007.483). 
 
This record describes a digital video file that was created as a more sustainable derivative of 
the Uncompressed 10-bit video file that was created by the vendor Postmodern Co for the 
museum (original file described in RA2.2007.483).  
 
The open file format .mkv and the open video encoding format ffv1 were selected because 
these formats are well-documented, not proprietary, and offer a high level of error correction.  
Technical details of the file listed below.  
 
Media, reviewed, cataloged and preserved as part of the 2017-2018 IMLS e-media project.  
 
Md5 Checksum:  
 
 
Condition 
Tape appears to be in good condition. 
 
Tape shows signs of pack slip and popped strands. Otherwise no visible signs of degradation. 
 
Pixel Aspect Ratio (PAR) of video file is incorrect. As a transfer from an NTSC analog source 
the video file should have NTSC pixels (PAR = 0.9). This video has square pixels (PAR = 1). 
Changes the overall aspect ratio of the video file from 4:3 to 3:2. 
 
Optical disk was able to be read with no errors. As of writing, file can be opened with 
contemporary operating system and software. 
 
The bad sector on this disk is at the very end of the disk, and is believed to simply be a 
by-product of disk's encoding, and not an error. See section 4.2, p109, of the Dvdisaster user 
manual (http://www.dvdisaster.com/en/misc.html#manual) for more details. 
 
No bad sectors encountered during acquisition. 
No bad sectors encountered during verification. 
State: Finished successfully 
 
Data delivered to the museum does not accurately reflect the work collected in the AIGA 
archives. 

Files were successfully recovered from disk. As of writing, file can be opened with 
contemporary operating system and software.  



 
Files were successfully recovered from disk. However, as of writing, file cannot be opened with 
contemporary operating system and software.  
 
Optical disk was able to be read with no errors. As of writing, file can be opened with 
contemporary operating system and software. Previous condition about files not playing 
correctly is likely due to the computer files were tested on, and not files themselves. Files play 
back smoothly on media lab Mac. 
 
Original format, VHS tape, was transferred to digital formats successfully. 
 
Digital Betacam tape was screened and assessed for quality. Video and audio signal found to 
be within acceptable range and accurate representation of source material. 
 
Digital video file was screened, and file was analyzed using QCTools. Video and audio signal 
found to be within acceptable range and accurate representation of source material. 
 
External drive was connected via read/write blocker, file was confirmed as master. Drive was 
not imaged. 
 
Computer hard drive was successfully disk imaged, and machine was successfully booted. 
Software was not tested at this time. 
 
Computer was tested before and after drive was imaged. It is functioning normally and 
auto-running the artist's software. 
 
Cataloging Tasks 
Part record created for tape. Variable Media Details added. 
 
Whole record now represents artwork, not individual object. Part records and RA records 
created. 
 
Object rehoused in archival container.  
 
Record was further split to describe disk images and software components stored on museum's 
digital repository.  
 
Location 
The AIP name is 2010_479_3, with the UUID of 7e8fe0e9-8967-49e7-8ee7-4359e074bb41  
The Archivematica location is listed in the Storage Service interface as 
/mnt/aipstore/7e8f/e0e9/8967/49e7/8ee7/4359/e074/bb41/2010_479_3-7e8fe0e9-8967-49e7-8e
e7-4359e074bb41 


